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Data uncertainty: A sobering thought …
Radar rainfield image, 21 Nov 2009 AD, East coast of Australia, 512x512 km grid
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Model simplifications … in all models …
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Bayesian methods can help us deal* with
uncertainty in environmental modelling

* deal with = understand, reduce, or just “live with”
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What are Bayesian methods good for?
 Inference problems
–
–
–
–

Estimate parameters in a model (simple or complex)
Estimate the uncertainty in the parameters
How does available data impact the estimates?
Can I make use of independent / qualitative knowledge?

 Prediction/simulation problems
– Data reconstruction
– Predict/forecast future events of interest (eg, flood)
– Estimate the uncertainty in these predictions
– What are the main sources of uncertainty?
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What are Bayesian methods good for?
 Experimental design problems
– Where do I install my measurement devices?
– How much can I learn from the data?

 Model selection problems
– From a given set of models, which model is most consistent with
the data?
– How can I improve the model to best fit the data?
Bayesian methods are a
branch of statistics and
probability theory, and
offer their perspectives
on these common tasks
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Bayesian methods are well suited to
environmental science and engineering!
 The problems that Bayesian methods seek to address are
very common in science and engineering
– Model calibration and parameter uncertainty
– Model predictions/forecasts and predictive uncertainty
– Model selection / identification
– Others (observation network design, etc)

=> What makes Bayesian methods “interesting” to us?
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Bayesian methods form part of broader
statistical and probabilistic modelling methods
 Statistics and probability are expressly intended to
describe "uncertainty" in quantities of interest
– Environmental sciences/engineering are strongly impacted by
uncertainties in data and models
– We cannot measure everything: data uncertainty
– We cannot develop “perfect” models: model uncertainty

Daily intensity, mm
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Bayesian methods are well suited to
environmental science and engineering!
 The problems that Bayesian methods seek to address are
very common in science and engineering
– Model calibration and parameter uncertainty
– Model predictions/forecasts and predictive uncertainty
– Model selection / identification
– Others (observation network design, etc)

=> Bayesian methods range from simple to complex
=> Important to appreciate strengths and limitations
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Simple example: Estimating the parameters /
fitting a distribution (model) to a data set
 daily air temperature (Chambers et al, 1993)
“raw” data

Estimated parameters,
here mean and variance

A “fitted” probability distribution
Here we use a Gaussian model

Does the model
“fit” the data?
Would a different
model do better?

Of course not all data sets / variables are Gaussian!
Another “skewed” distribution

J-shaped distribution

Src: Ang and Tang (2007)

Models can relate multiple variables
Simple model
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Predictive
uncertainty

Uncalibrated prediction

Q
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Fitted model
Observed data
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“Uncalibrated” θ

Calibration
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Models can get rather complex, and often
become “black boxes” … still can be calibrated

Bayesian methods form part of broader
statistical and probabilistic modelling methods
 Statistics and probability are expressly intended to
describe "uncertainty" in quantities of interest
– Environmental sciences/engineering are strongly impacted by
uncertainties in data and models
– We cannot measure everything: data uncertainty
– We cannot develop “perfect” models: model uncertainty

=> Is uncertainty important to understand and quantify?
=> What are some potential benefits in practice?
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Benefits? Eg, more informed decision-making
 Predictive uncertainty critical in management and decision-making
 Example: Consequences of action A versus action B
– If we ignore uncertainty and just use “most-likely” outcome → choose B?

Action A

Performance Failure

Action B

Increasing System Performance
(e.g stream health, drought resilience, flood safety)
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Benefits? Eg, more informed decision-making
 Predictive uncertainty critical in management and decision-making
 Example: action A versus action B
– Ignore uncertainty and just use “most-likely” outcome → choose B?

 Including uncertainty into the analysis provides new insights:

Probability

– Action B is highly uncertain, with higher probability of failure than action A
– Risk-averse manager may prefer action A, with lower probability of failure

Performance Failure

action
A
action B

Increasing System Performance
(e.g stream health, drought resilience, flood safety)
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Benefits? Eg, more informed decision-making
 Predictive uncertainty critical in management and decision-making
 Example: action A versus action B
– Ignore uncertainty and just use “most-likely” outcome → choose B?

 Including uncertainty into the analysis provides
new
insights:the
Also
consider

Probability

– Action B is highly uncertain, with higher probability of failure than action A
major question:
– Risk-averse manager may prefer action A, with lower probability of failure

Performance Failure

action
A

What is the
dominant source
of uncertainty?

action B

Increasing System Performance
(e.g stream health, drought resilience, flood safety)
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Example: Hydrologic prediction over a range of scales
 Seasonal streamflow forecasts, eg, up to 3 months lead time
(Extended Hydrologic Prediction at Aus Bureau of Meteorology)
 Flood forecasting at shorter scales, eg, down to <1 day
 In general, we want forecasts that are:
– Precise
• Estimates with 10% error preferable to estimates with 50% error
• Need to extract information from data

– Reliable
• If 10% errors are estimated, then a 50% actual error is embarrassing!
• Need to describe uncertainty robustly

– Practical
• What good is a forecast if it takes forever to calculate?

How do we achieve this despite data and model uncertainty?
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Bayesian Inference
Bayesian
Analysis: The learning paradigm

posterior knowlege  likelihood  prior knowledge
Bayes’ Equation [Rev Tom Bayes, 1763]

p θ | D   p  D | θ  p θ 
 = parameters of interest, D = data

Prior pdf

p  

Posterior pdf
Data

p  | D 

Likelihood
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Who was Tom Bayes?
 Reverend Thomas Bayes
(c. 1702 -1761) was an English
Presbyterian minister with an
interest in “Solving Problems in
the Doctrine of Chances”
 Formulated a special case of
what was subsequently named
“Bayes theorem”
 Bayes’ work was published
posthumously, by one of his
colleagues
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Bayes

Bayesian fitting of a model to data … at a glance
Simple model

Q x

Uncalibrated prediction

Predictive pdf

Q

Q

Improved fit
Observed data

x

x
p  

Prior pdf


“Uncalibrated” θ

p  | D 
Calibration aka
inference aka
conditioning

Posterior pdf


“Calibrated” 
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Likelihood-based Estimation
Bayesian and frequentist inference

  θ; D   p  D | θ 
θˆ  arg max   θ; D 
θ

ML estimate

Maximization wrt 

Likelihood function: probability
density function of a stochastic model,
evaluated at observed data, and viewed
as a function of model parameters

Likelihood principle (for estimation)
The best estimates of model parameters
are values for which, under the model
assumptions, the observed data has the
highest probability of occurrence

Frequentist Probability = empirical frequency of observing an event
Bayesian Probability = allows subjective belief about the occurrence of an event
Has caused much debate in the statistical community (now co-existing )

Simplest stochastic model of streamflow
(independent Gaussian model, constant mean)
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Simplest stochastic model of streamflow
(independent Gaussian model, constant mean)
p( qt |  , )  f  ( qt ;  , )

Pdf of single obs data point,
“according” to our model
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Simplest stochastic model of streamflow
(independent Gaussian model, constant mean)
p( qt |  , )  f  ( qt ;  , )

Pdf of single data point

T

Q

p( q1: N |  , )   f  ( qt ;  , )

Pdf of entire time series

t 1

Gaussian pdf

Observed data
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Simplest stochastic model of streamflow
(independent Gaussian model, constant mean)
T

p( q1: N |  , )   f  ( qt ;  , )

Pdf of data (time series)
NB: function of q

Q

Likelihood of a parameter set
NB: function of  !
Inferred model
parameters

t 1
T

  f  ( qt ;  , )

(θ | q1: N )

t 1

θ  (  , )

Here, the likelihood function
is a product of Gaussian pdfs,
expressed as a function of ,
and evaluated at the observed
data points (which are fixed)
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Observed data

Likelihood-based estimation
Bayesian and frequentist inference
Likelihood function

  θ; q   p  q | θ 

Could think of it as a “statistical goodness of fit”
function, which we want to maximize

  ; q 

  ; q 



ˆ

θˆ  arg max   θ; q 
θ

ML estimate

Maximization wrt 


But its much more than that!
E.g., the “width” of the
likelihood function reflects the
amount of uncertainty in  !

From the Likelihood to the Posterior
Can we make use of “extra” information?

p( )  p(q |  )  p( | q )
Prior distribution:

Posterior distribution:

Likelihood function:

What we know about 
“before” the inference

 tells us about  ,
What the data q
under the model assumptions

p(q |  )    ; q 

p( )



Bayes equation

What we know about 
“after” the inference

p( | q)





What about multiple parameters?
Easy, the equations work with parameter sets
* with “some” caveats

p(θ)  p(q | θ)  p(θ | q )

Prior distribution for
2 parameters

Likelihood function … also
a function of 2 parameters

2

Contours of
2D function

1

2

Posterior distribution
for 2 parameters

2

1
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Prior and likelihood: General remarks
 The prior distribution
– What we know about the parameters before the inference
– Can be un-informative (uniform) = “lack of knowledge”
– Can be informative = e.g. based on previous work with a
different data set, or estimates based on a “similar” catchment
– If formulated as a modellers “belief” – cannot be tested “directly”

 The likelihood function
– Depends on the assumptions made in the probability model
– Different models lead to different likelihood functions
– Requires posterior scrutiny, i.e., “posterior diagnostics”
– In some cases, can itself be “non-informative”, e.g., suppose we
have a model q = a + b, and try to infer (a, b) from observed q
32

Posterior distribution: General remarks

 The posterior distribution
–
–
–
–

What we know about the parameters after the inference
Provides a “balance” between prior and likelihood
Usually “sharper” than the prior (but not always)
Like any other distribution, can be summarised using
properties such as mean, variance, median, etc
– Can be sampled using Monte Carlo methods, e.g., to estimate
its shape, moments, etc (like any other distribution)
– As more data is included, the posterior will* become less and
less dependent on the prior (*usually)
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Overall inference process: General remarks
 Bayesian inference is not a “magic bullet”, it requires
the modeller to make, test and refine many decisions
– Usually the biggest challenge is to formulate the likelihood
function, as this requires developing a model of the data
– Elucidating prior knowledge can also be tricky

 Can the inference process go wrong? Definitely!
– The prior and likelihood may be “inconsistent” with each other,
i.e. favour very different parameter values
– The posterior can be non-informative, if the prior and likelihood
are themselves non-informative
– If problems are encountered, the modeller will need to revisit
model assumptions, source of prior knowledge, etc
34
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What if we want a model that varies in time?
How do we do Bayesian inference then?

Model calibration from a probabilistic perspective
Subscript t:
Model now
varies in time

obs
yt



t ~ 

“Hydrological”
model parameters

SLS (simple least squares)
• Residuals are Gaussian

sim
yt ( θ H )   t



2
0, 



• Residuals are homoscedastic
(variance constant in time)
• Residuals are independent
(uncorrelated) in time

Classic aggregate strategy:
residual term attempts to
capture all sources of error
Residual error is
assumed to follow a
probability distribution,
typically a Gaussian

Error variance,
an “error model” parameter

Making a hydrological model “probabilistic”
(and writing its likelihood function)

A hydrological model example

How do we make
probabilistic predictions?
Deterministic predictions: Run the
hydrological model with point parameter
estimates (e.g., max-likelihood estimate)
Probabilistic predictions (parameter uncertainty):
Run model with parameter values sampled to
represent parameter uncertainty (eg, using MCMC)

Probabilistic predictions (residual
uncertainty): Add residual error replicates (here,
sampled from the Gaussian residual error model)
Probabilistic modelling uses residual errors (or
similar random variables) to describe model error
NB: When working with long data sets, parameter
uncertainty is often much smaller than residual
uncertainty and can be often omitted (be careful!)

Does it get more complex than this?

You bet!

44
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Challenging features of residuals in hydrology
Streamflow time series

Residual errors time series

[Beven and Westerberg, 2011]

 Errors are heteroscedastic (larger errors in larger flows)
 Errors are persistent (not independent between time steps)
 Appropriate representation of both “features” is required to
achieve reliable probabilistic predictions

How do we represent error heteroscedasticity?

qtobs  qtsim ( θ H )   t

 t ~  (0,  2 )

In hydrology, the
residual errors are
clearly not constant
in time

 t ~  (0,  2( t ) )

A reasonable assumption of the
time-variation of uncertainty:
larger errors in larger flows, eg,

σε(t) = a + b q(t)
eg, see hydrological case studies in
Kavetski and Fenicia (WRR2011)
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How do we represent error heteroscedasticity?

Predictions assuming streamflow
uncertainty is constant in time

Predictions assuming streamflow
uncertainty varies in time
(larger errors in larger flows)
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What doeth a good prediction make?
We want predictions that are
 Reliable: Predictions statistically
consistent with observed data
 Precise: Small uncertainty in predictions
 Volumetrically unbiased: total volume of
predicted flow matches observations
Reliable but
imprecise

Precise but
unreliable

Reliable, precise,
unbiased

Biased

Impact of error model on predictions
Perennial catchment (Spring River, USA)
Low flows
[mm/day]
[mm/day]

Log
transformed
flows

Metrics

Rel Prec Bias
[mm/day]

Standard
least
squares
(SLS)

[mm/day]

High flows

Rel Prec Bias

• SLS under-estimates uncertainty for high flows, over-estimates
uncertainty for low flows (hardly surprising!)
• Log transformation produces much better predictions, in all metrics!
McInerney et al (2017) Improving probabilistic prediction
of daily streamflow […] Water Resources Research

What about error persistence?
However, recall that, in addition to the
heteroscedastic Gaussian assumption
(which seems ok in this catchment), we also
assumed that the errors are uncorrelated …
Are they? Lets check using ACF plots …

lag

Can the autocorrelation
issue be addressed?
Yes, but there are
important subtleties …

Evin et al (2014) Pitfalls and improvements in the joint
inference of heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation in
hydrological model calibration […] Water Resources Research
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Importance of modelling persistence of errors

Discharge [mm/mon] Discharge [mm/mon]

• Persistence is important when aggregating data
– E.g. daily predictions aggregated to monthly values

Neglecting
persistence

Accounting for
persistence
[Evin et al, 2014]

• Ignoring persistence will under-estimate uncertainty in the
predicted aggregated data
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Remember: Distinct Sources of Error!
Reality
True Input(s)

Input errors
e.g. rainfall sampling errors
Highly variable in time/space
Low gauge density

Observed Input(s)

True processes

Structural errors

True response(s)

Output errors

e.g. rating curve errors
e.g. lumping processes
General accuracy ~10-20%
Ubiquitous but
larger errors in larger floods?
Poorly understood

Conceptualized
processes

Observed response(s)

Model
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Bayesian Total Error Analysis: Overview
 RAINFALL: Insights from kriging,
conditional simulation

 STRUCTURAL: Least
understood source of error

 Potentially strong prior

 Here, we use vague priors
(Kuczera et al, JoH2006)

INPUT OBSERVATION SYSTEM
Observed
Inputs
Prior Knowledge
of Input Errors

Input Error
Model

Estimated True
Inputs

Structural Error
Model

Environmental
Process Model

STRUCTURAL ERRORS
Prior Knowledge
of Structural Errors

 RUNOFF: Insights from
rating curve analysis
 Potentially strong prior

OUTPUT OBSERVATION SYSTEM
Prior Knowledge
of Output Errors

Output Error
Model
Observed
Outputs

Simulated
Outputs

Prior
Observed Data
Probability Model
Simulated Data
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Bayesian inference of a hierarchical model
Data

Parameters of interest

Hyper-parameters

Latent variables

p(θ, φ | D, β)  p(D | θ, φ) p(φ | β) p(θ)
Prior on parameters
Full posterior

Likelihood

Here, latent variables are the rainfall
errors at individual time steps
=> high-dimensional inference!

Hyper-distribution
Lets see what we
can do with this
“equation” …
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Towards a decomposition of predictive uncertainty
For a given application, what is the dominant source of error?
Bayesian inference can exploit independent insights (data
uncertainty models) to begin answering such questions

Renard et al, WRR2011 – Error decomposition study
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Bayesian methods at a glance
 Bayes equation => Bayesian inference and statistics
 Major “branch” of modern statistics
 Elegant method of combining various forms of information,
including data, models and subjective judgement
 Has seen an explosion in the number of applications –
from image analysis to environmental engineering
 Some examples of Bayesian applications:
– Estimate model parameters under various assumptions
– Combine numerical data information with qualitative insights
– Bureau of Meteorology uses Bayesian methods to predict
streamflow based on rainfall forecasts, climate indices, etc
– Bayesian principles and algorithms are used very broadly,
e.g., in the Google search engine, email spam filters, etc
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THE END
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